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established Eddésands Hotels & Resorts in 2003 in Lebanon, and opened a number of 
shops in Byblos, I started looking around to see what could be done in this country.” 
 

 

 

Today, Alice has revitalized the old souk of Jbeil with a restaurant, a library and 
several shops, in addition to her signature brand displayed at the Alice Eddé boutique. 
Inspired by the nature and its richness, this shop has given life to the ancient city of 
Byblos. Collaborating with different local artisans and designers, the store offers 
fashion, home and garden accessories, all “Made in Lebanon” in addition to a wide 
array of fragrances and candles made in France. 

“Most of my clients are foreigners. They are astonished by the quality of products 
made in Lebanon,” says Alice. “But, I would also like that Lebanese show more 
appreciation to their country-made products and take more pride in what they do.” 
 
This May, Alice Eddé boutique is taking part in Beirut Design Week, which is held under 
the theme of sustainability. “Through our work, we try to combine sustainability and 
fashion. This year, I developed a fashionable summer bag made from straw and 
leather. The straw part was made by blind people, whereas the bag was finalized by 
a leather workshop owned by a Lebanese family in Byblos. This is how we are 
supporting local talents and helping people with disabilities. Moreover, we ensure that 
nothing goes to waste by using scraps leather for accessories.” 
 
 



 
 
 

 

 
Alice confirms that luxury is not only about the quality of skins, but also about the way 
the product is fabricated. “Luxury is also handmade, producing an item is very 
meticulous. Every step is done by hand; and that is what luxury is, it is perfection,” she 
says. Having this is in Lebanon is very difficult as people are used to import luxury 
items from abroad. However, Alice strongly believes that “luxury can be done here. It 
is a choice of quality and one has to love their work. In the West, there are ministries 
that encourage handcrafts. But, unfortunately, although we have beautiful handcrafted 
items here, we do lack a supporting system.” 
 

 

 



 
A piece of tranquility  
  
On a gentle slide towards her other activities, Alice is also a wellness advocate. She 
has recently hosted one of her Wellness Weeks at Eddésands. “Wellness Week was 
inspired by an experience my husband and I had in the United States over 20 years 
ago,” she explains. 
 
Taking place twice a year, this event is a combination of sports activities, healthy food 
and spa treatments. It allows people to relax and take time to enjoy themselves in 
Lebanon instead of going on retreats in Europe or Asia. “Wellness Week is a learning 
experience that goes beyond the week itself. During this one-week escape, 
participants can take care of their physical and mental wellbeing. This is done by 
experiencing live cooking sessions, enjoying various activities as well as participating in 
inspiring workshops and lectures,” she adds. 
 
Furthermore, Alice also happens to be the President of Beirut International Film Festival 
(BIFF). This event offers exposure for filmmakers from all over the world, and promotes 
young Lebanese talents in this field. “We go to Cannes Film Festival every May and 
select movies to be displayed at our festival. We make sure to choose a movie that 
hasn’t come to the Middle East yet.” This is truly enriching Lebanese movie-lovers and 
helping the filmmaking scene in this country. “We like to bring in a western filmmaker 
or actor to share their movie as well as their journey with our audience,” Alice explains. 
 

 

With this, Alice lives to “Plant the seed and make it happen”. This is undoubtedly leading 
her from success to another. Her love for life and nature is contagious. Thus, inspiring 
people and supporting talents is her non-stop mission to strengthen this country and 
promote luxury differently as well as wellness among its citizens. 


